
AM to PM conversion

Illustrate using classic Two-Tone Envelope:
Phase reverses at zero-crossing
Is there any additional Phase Modulation 
between the zero crossing and peak?
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Simple Microwave Engineering Question:

Question: Is the phase of S21 for large signals 
exactly equal to the phase of S21 for small 
signals?

Answer: No



AM-PM

The difference between large signal and small 
signal operation is the presence of harmonic 
energy at the collector (drain) of the device.

Can explore AM-PM using harmonics
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fundamental and 0.3 2nd harmonic 
shifted 20 degrees
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Fundamental plus -0.3 20 degree shifted 
2nd harmonic -- red

Fundamental plus -0.6 20 degree shifted 
2nd harmonic -- blue

cos(2pfot) - 0.3cos(4pfot + p/9) -- red

cos(2pfot) - 0.6cos(4pfot + p/9) -- black
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fundamental and 0.3 60 degree shifted 3rd harmonic
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Fundamental -- Black
Fundamental plus -0.3 30 degree shifted 3rd harmonic -- red
Fundamental plus -0.3 60 degree shifted 3rd harmonic -- blue

cos(2pfot) -- Black

cos(2pfot) - 0.3cos(6pfot + p/6) -- red

cos(2pfot) - 0.3cos(6pfot + p/3) -- blue

Phase Modulation due to addition of -10dBc 3rd Harmonic
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Fundamental -- Black
Fundamental plus -0.3 30 degree shifted 3rd harmonic -- red
Fundamental plus -0.3 60 degree shifted 3rd harmonic -- blue

In this example, adding third harmonic energy 
10 dB down from the fundamental shifts the 
phase by about 10 degrees.



From very basic math we see that the 
phase of the complex waveform as a 
function of envelope level is a function of 
the phase of the third harmonic--which 
can vary rapidly across the operating 
band in a practical amplifier:



Some AM to PM conversion will occur when 
harmonics are present.  High efficiency 
modes with narrow 3rd harmonic traps may 
be particularly sensitive.

Techniques that reduce IM products by 
generating and adding an error signal are 
very sensitive to phase errors.  Quantitative 
treatment is similar to phasing transmitter-
receiver systems



We will study a catalog of clever linearizer  
techniques next.


